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I. INTRODUCTION
Data mining is efficiently applied to many fields like clustering in bioinformatics, association rules in market basket analysis, classification in credit scoring, time series analysis in financial decision supporting. However, the increasing power of computers handling huge amount data and malicious usage made data mining a risk to privacy of individuals and companies. A simple example of privacy problem caused by combining information from different sites is as follows. In this given Zip codes of medical records are anonymized to protect disclosure of patient and information in personal website and address in yellow pages do not cause a privacy problem solely. However, a malicious internal human and hacker may combine the information in different sites and label medical record of patient.
Public sensitivity against data mining increased because it is seen as threat to individual's private information as shown in the example above. On the other hand, data mining is important for efficiently discovering knowledge. Privacy preserving data mining arise from the need for continue performing data mining efficiently but preserving private data or knowledge of individuals and companies. It is defined as data mining techniques that use specialized approaches to protect against the disclosure of private information may involve anonymizing private data, distorting sensitive values, encrypting data, or other means to ensure that sensitive data is protected.
Privacy is necessary to protect people's interests in competitive situations to avoid the negative and harmful consequences. People have the right to keep the aspects of their lives or behaviour confidential as personal information can be used in unethical ways causing much damage and humiliation. For instance there are strong reasons to keep patient records private as the social stigma attached to certain grievous diseases can hurt the patients sentiments and hinder the treatment. These concerns always come in way of quality data analysis as it prevents sincere research activities. PPDM is an area of data mining that works to protect the privacy in sensitive or confidential information from large collections of data. To achieve PPDM, the sensitive data is transformed to some other form, where in privacy is preserved and at the same time, the Data Mining Algorithms like Clustering , Classification and Association rule mining can work effectively on this transformed data.
In this paper, we propose a transformation method based on correlation analysis. The method is based on checking if the sensitive data can be removed and its statistical property can be retained in one or more non-sensitive data and if not transform the sensitive data. Depending on the correlation between attributes in the dataset, the method can give totally sensitive data removed dataset to sensitive data transformed data. We measure cluster Misclassification Error between the original dataset and the transformed dataset and prove the error is less in our approach.
II. RELATED WORK
Vassilios S [1] proposed the goal of PPDM to develop algorithms for modifying original data, so that private knowledge remains private even after the mining process. Researchers may use census, medical records, criminal records and it is often released for public welfare, which may threaten the existence of an individual or organization. The main concern of Privacy Preserving Data Mining is the sensitive nature of raw data. The data miner, while mining for numerical data, should not be able to access data in its original form with the entire condential nature. Boora et al. [2 ] proposed more robust techniques in Privacy Preserving Data Mining that intentionally alter the data to preserve sensitive information as well as to protect the inherent statistics of the data which is necessary for mining purpose.
Tianqing Zhu [3] proposed correlated differential privacy solution which enhances the privacy guarantee for a correlated dataset with less accuracy cost. Experimental results show the proposed solution outperforms traditional differential privacy in terms of Mean Square Error on large group of queries and it suggests that correlated differential privacy can successfully retain the utility while preserving the privacy.
Bharath K.Samanthula [4] focus on solving the Classication problem over encrypted data. The proposed protocol protects the confidentiality of data, privacy of users input query, and hides the data access patterns.
Ximeng Liu [5] proposed a new privacy preserving patient centric clinical decision support system, which helps clinician complementary to diagnose the risk of patients disease in privacy preserving way.
Zhiyuan Zhang [6] analyzed the correlations of numerical and categorical data on the correlation map.Yingpeng Sang et al. [7] explained how Simulation results show that reconstructions achieve high recovery rates, and outperform the reconstructions based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
Pui K. Fong in his work [8] proposed a method for Privacy Preserving Decision Tree Learning. In this approach original data samples are first converted to unreal datasets. They modified the ID3 decision tree algorithm to learn decision tree from the unreal datasets. The approach performs better only for distributed evenly. For uneven distribution, the storage requirement in this approach is high. For uneven distribution, the privacy is at risk.
Khaled Alotaibi in his work [9] proposed a non metric multidimensional scaling to transform the original dataset to transformed data. The transformed data was used to construct the SVM Classifier and accuracy was good. It was made possible by generation of higher generation feature space so that separation between the positive and negative classes were high. But the rank ordering in the perturbed data is not possible in this solution.
Augmented Rotation-Based Transformation was proposed in [10] . In this approach, the data is divided into many subsets row wise. The data is transformed by repeated rotation in such a way the distance between the data rows are invariant and it allows for clustering. The computation and storage overhead is very high in this approach. This approach can be used for iterative clustering with semi supervised active learning.
AA Hossain [11] proposed a sheer based privacy scheme for spatial dataset. In this method , the spatial transformation is done for location privacy in the dataset by pushing original location to new location with distance based on shearing factor values.
After shearing in by distance rotation transformation is done. But in this method since the same transformation is applied on all dataset, even if one location is comprised, all the location can be compromised.
In [12] , authors have proposed a randomized response method for distorting the original data before using frequent item set mining on the data. The data distortion method used here is probabilistic and when the number of attributes to be privacy preserved is higher, then error in item set mining is also higher.
In [13] , privacy preserving clustering is done and for privacy the private attribute is split to multiple secrets. The clustering algorithm is then customized to work on these secret shares. By mapping a single attribute to multiple secret shares, the privacy is preserved. But the computation overhead is high in this approach for computing distance every time, the share reassembling by secure function is needed. If the distance computation overhead can be reduced, this method would work well for clustering and classification.
In [14] , cryptographic technique using homomorphic encryption is used to transform data and then clustering is done on this private data. For non numeric data attributes the complexity in this approach is very high.
In [15] , two additive perturbation algorithms RDD and RACC which combines additive perturbation with matrix multiplicative perturbation is proposed. The computation and reconstruction cost is less in this approach. But the distance distortion is high in this approach, so the clustering and classification accuracy will be affected.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Given complex data containing sensitive information, our solution must transform the data in such a way private and sensitive information are preserved. The level of privacy must also be fine tuned. Only private and sensitive information must be converted retaining the statistical and correlation structure in the document intact.
We consider two dimensional dataset, where in data set has many attributes and some of attributes are private and sensitive. The data set has many rows. The dataset is used by clustering algorithm like k-means to group the similar rows. The purpose of the project is to transform or remove the sensitive data in such way, the cluster misplacement error between cluster of original data and cluster of transformed data is as low as possible. 
IV. ARCHITECTURE
Given complex data containing sensitive information, CBTS determines the subset of vectors correlated to sensitive data and generates equivalent components as substitutes. Correlation is computed using Pearson's correlation coefficient. The subsets formed are subject to transformation techniques that tend to converge on the observed similarity generating new components. Hence derived components are a mathematical reflection of the sensitive data and used instead of sensitive data for data mining. Existing transformation methods PCA, SVD and NNMF have been used prior in PPDM by [16] [17] [18] and demonstrate the required property of convergence. Fig.1 gives the overview of proposed algorithm. The framework takes data with private vector to sensitive information and a threshold suggesting the expected level of privacy conservation. The threshold is a normal value between 0 for maximum and 1 for minimum conservation. Our work concentrates on applying perturbation techniques on the correlated subsets of sensitive information. It has four stages Correlation Analysis, Subset Selection, Subset Transformation and Component Substitution.
1) Correlation Analysis (D c ) :
Correlation Matrix is computed using Pearson Coefficients. The correlation matrix is the fundamental in determining similarity among vectors, especially with the private vector. To do this the sensitive attributes in the data set must be provided to the system and correlation of each attribute X to each private attribute Y is computed using Pearson correlation.
The correlation matrix is a M * N vector where M -the number of non private attributes N -the number of private attributes 
⎤ ⎦
Where Y is the number of attributes and X is the total number of rows.
2) Subset Selection (Private-vectors, Threshold) : The idea in this method is that if a particular non sensitive attribute X is highly correlated with a sensitive attribute Y , the Y can be removed as X can compensate Y in case of classification or clustering tasks as the correlation and statistical property is still satisfied.
To find the best level or threshold for correlation we will start with a lower value and proceed till a best threshold for correlating the non sensitive and sensitive attribute is found.
Correlated vector subset satisfying the threshold is formed analysing the Correlation Matrix for each of the private vector. There are three possibilities that arise in the subsets.
1) The vectors are highly correlated in which case one of the non private vector can substitute the data 2) The vectors are correlated within the threshold bounds in which case the transformation can proceed. 3) No vectors are found for the threshold in which case threshold is lower incrementally till a subset is formed. By this process highly correlated sensitive attributes are removed and now low correlated sensitive attributes are waiting for transformation which is done in next steps. As a result of this step if values s xy >T then attribute value X column is replaced for Y column in the original matrix as 
The overall process in our transformation method is given in Fig.2 .Transformation Method.
V. RESULT Information Entropy of original data against perturbed data using CBTS with transformation methods is summarized in Table I . We can infer from the table that deviation in Information Entropy is minimum using proposed CBTS method against using transformation techniques alone. Table II gives the comparison of classifier accuracies for various machine 
The clustering quality provided by the proposed CBTS is higher compared to existing methods.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The present work explores CBTS for numerical data. The proposed method was able to remove the highly correlated sensitive data and transform the non correlated sensitive data.Through experiment analysis we have proved that our proposed dataset transformation method has low clustering misplacement error. In future a more generic CBTS needs to be devised to address complex and ordered datasets. Private vector instances can be identified from the rich semi structured metadata and entity relations in databases but requires Semantic Transformation Strategies (STS) to intelligently sense private vectors based on context inputs from the DB administrator. STS with Generic CBTS can provide in future a simplified way to anonymize and publish quality data for productive mining.
